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A short mechanism consisting of seven elementary reactions, of which only three are reversible, is shown
to provide good predictions of hydrogen–air lean-flame burning velocities. This mechanism is further
simplified by noting that over a range of conditions of practical interest, near the lean flammability
limit all reaction intermediaries have small concentrations in the important thin reaction zone that
controls the hydrogen–air laminar burning velocity and therefore follow a steady state approximation,
while the main species react according to the global irreversible reaction 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O. An
explicit expression for the non-Arrhenius rate of this one-step overall reaction for hydrogen oxidation
is derived from the seven-step detailed mechanism, for application near the flammability limit. The
one-step results are used to calculate flammability limits and burning velocities of planar deflagrations.
Furthermore, implications concerning radical profiles in the deflagration and reasons for the success
of the approximations are clarified. It is also demonstrated that adding only two irreversible direct
recombination steps to the seven-step mechanism accurately reproduces burning velocities of the full
detailed mechanism for all equivalence ratios at normal atmospheric conditions and that an eight-step
detailed mechanism, constructed from the seven-step mechanism by adding to it the fourth reversible
shuffle reaction, improves predictions of O and OH profiles. The new reduced-chemistry descriptions can
be useful for both analytical and computational studies of lean hydrogen–air flames, decreasing required
computation times.

© 2008 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Increased interest in the use of hydrogen has intensified needs
for better understanding of its combustion behavior, for reasons
of safety as well as in engine applications. Besides the necessity
of being able to describe hydrogen–air ignition characteristics [1],
it is especially desirable to focus on deflagrations in fuel-lean
hydrogen–air mixtures, notably in hazard contexts, where release
of low concentrations of hydrogen may lead to continued flame
spread. As computational capabilities advance, increased use is be-
ing made of electronic computers to assess different combustion
scenarios. With rare exceptions [2], full detailed hydrogen chem-
istry remains too complex to be used in related computational
studies. Reliable reduced chemistry for lean hydrogen–air deflagra-
tions therefore is needed for obtaining predictions computationally
that can be applied ultimately for judging how to handle hydrogen
in the built environment.

The hydrogen oxidation chemistry, involving only H2, O2, H2O,
H, O, OH, HO2 and H2O2, from a global-reaction viewpoint is no
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more than a six-step mechanism, there being two atom (or el-
ement) conservation equations for the eight chemical species. In
other words, although there are many more elementary chemical-
kinetic reactions, there are only six independent differential equa-
tions for species conservation with nonzero chemical source terms.
Various mechanisms that are reduced to fewer than six steps
have been proposed and tested in the literature. These reductions
evolved from pioneering investigations of steady-state and partial-
equilibrium approximations by Dixon-Lewis [3] and others. A four-
step mechanism with H2O2 and HO2 assumed to be in steady state
has been found to be accurate for laminar diffusion flames, for ex-
ample [4]. For fuel-lean deflagrations, a three-step mechanism has
been investigated in which H2O2 is absent and O and HO2 are in
steady states [5], and a two-step mechanism in which all reac-
tion intermediates except H obey steady-state approximations has
been shown to be reasonable [6] and has been employed to de-
scribe lean and stoichiometric hydrogen–air deflagration velocities
through rate-ratio asymptotics [7].

It has long been believed that a one-step systematically reduced
mechanism would be too inaccurate for any realistic application.
However, it will be shown below that over a range of equivalence
ratios adjacent to the lean flammability limit the concentrations
of all chemical intermediates are small enough for them to follow
Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
The 7-step mechanism with rate coefficients in the Arrhenius form k =
AT n exp(−Ta/T ) as given in [9].

Reaction Aa n Ta [K]

1. H +O2 � OH + O 3.52 × 1016 −0.7 8590
2. H2 +O � OH + H 5.06 × 104 2.67 3166
3. H2 + OH � H2O + H 1.17 × 109 1.3 1829
4f. H + O2 + M → HO2 + Mb k0 5.75 × 1019 −1.4 0

k∞ 4.65 × 1012 0.44 0
5f. HO2 + H → OH + OH 7.08 × 1013 0 148
6f. HO2 + H → H2 + O2 1.66 × 1013 0 414
7f. HO2 + OH → H2O + O2 2.89 × 1013 0 −250

a Units are mol, s, cm3, and K.
b Chaperon efficiencies are 2.5 for H2, 16.0 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species;

Troe falloff with Fc = 0.5 [16].

accurately a steady state approximation, while the main reactants
obey the overall irreversible reaction 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O, with a
global hydrogen-oxidation non-Arrhenius rate determined by those
of the elementary reactions of the starting detailed mechanism,
shown in Table 1. This one-step reduced mechanism is seen to pro-
vide reasonable predictions of limits for lean deflagrations as well
as good results for deflagration velocities for conditions near the
lean flammability limit. For richer mixtures, radical concentrations
in the reaction layer increase, and their associated steady-state ap-
proximations, especially that of H, become less accurate, leading
to the failure of the one-step reduced kinetics, which away from
the flammability limit must be replaced by the two-step or three-
step descriptions previously derived [5,6]. These limitations of the
one-step mechanism are explored, and the simplifications of the
chemistry that lead to the one-step approximation are evaluated.
The one-step result is explicit and could readily be implemented
in future codes for the calculation of lean hydrogen combustion in
complex configurations.

2. Short chemistry description

Among the different detailed hydrogen–oxygen kinetic mech-
anisms available in the literature, the so-called San Diego Mech-
anism [8] used in the following development has been tested re-
cently and for most conditions was shown to give excellent predic-
tions of laminar burning velocities vl [9], as can be seen in Fig. 1,
which compares numerical results obtained with the COSILAB
code [10] with three different sets of experimental data [11–13].
The computations assume adiabatic isobaric planar-flame propaga-
tion with pressure p = 1 atm and initial temperature Tu = 300 K.
The agreement between the experimental and numerical results is
seen to be excellent when thermal diffusion is taken into account
in the numerical description, except for very lean flames with
equivalence ratio φ < 0.4, where the numerical integrations tend
to underpredict flame velocities, independent of cross-transport ef-
fects of thermal diffusion, suggesting that premixed combustion
near the lean flammability limit does not occur in the form of a
uniform planar front, a result to be anticipated from concepts of
cellular instabilities.

A second set of computations, now with thermal diffusion ex-
cluded, is also shown in the figure. In agreement with earlier con-
clusions [14], the simplified transport description produces some-
what less satisfactory results, leading to overpredictions in flame
velocities on the order of 10% for stoichiometric and moderately
rich mixtures. This difference is attributable to Soret diffusion of
H2 out of the controlling reaction zone, towards the hot boundary,
where the temperature is much higher at these near-stoichiometric
conditions. For the fuel-lean mixtures of interest here, however,
the temperature of the controlling reaction zone is not very dif-
ferent from the maximum temperature, so that the Soret effect is
much less important for planar conditions, and it is seen in Fig. 1
Fig. 1. The variation with equivalence ratio of the propagation velocity of premixed
hydrogen–air flames for p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K as obtained from experiments
([11]: diamonds; [12]: triangles; [13]: circles), from numerical integrations with the
detailed chemistry and thermal diffusion included (thick solid curve) and with ther-
mal diffusion excluded (detailed mechanism: thin solid curve; 9-step short mecha-
nism: dot-dashed curve; 7-step short mechanism: dashed curve).

that the resulting differences become negligible for lean flames.
Since it is possible to focus most directly on the chemistry by ex-
cluding transport complexities, thermal diffusion will be omitted
in the following development, and therefore the numerical results
represented by the thin solid line in Fig. 1 will be taken as the ba-
sis for comparison with those to be obtained below. Since effects
of nonplanar diffusion will not be investigated here, the lean-flame
experimental results will not be considered further; they are, how-
ever, addressed elsewhere [15].

The San Diego Mechanism [8], of 21 reversible steps, is simpli-
fied further by noticing that, for hydrogen–oxygen systems, nine
elementary reactions, only three of which are reversible, suffice to
describe accurately hydrogen–air laminar burning velocities over
the whole range of flammability conditions at pressures sufficiently
below the third explosion limit of the hydrogen–oxygen system.
This short mechanism includes the seven reactions shown in Ta-
ble 1, together with the recombination reactions H + H + M →
H2 + M and H + OH + M → H2O + M, which become impor-
tant for sufficiently rich mixtures, where the high temperatures
lead to large radical concentrations, promoting two-radical reac-
tions. Flame velocities computed with these 9 elementary reactions
with thermal diffusion neglected are also included in Fig. 1, show-
ing excellent agreement with the detailed-chemistry computations.

For mixtures that are very fuel lean, of interest in the present
analysis, radical concentrations take on very small values, caus-
ing the direct recombination reactions H + H + M → H2 +
M and H + OH + M → H2O + M, which require three-body
collisions involving two radicals, to become very slow compared
with reaction 4f of Table 1 [7]. The chemistry description re-
duces then to the seven steps shown in Table 1, which include
the three reversible shuffle reactions 1–3, the irreversible recom-
bination reaction 4f, and the three irreversible HO2-consuming re-
actions 5f–7f. The table shows the rate constants for all reactions,
determining their dependence on the temperature T , except for
the reverse of the shuffle reactions, whose rate constants must be
obtained from the corresponding equilibrium constants. In calcu-
lating the pressure dependence of the reaction-rate constant k4 f =
Fk0/(1 + k0CM/k∞) we have evaluated the falloff factor F from
the general expression derived in [16] and present in [10] and in
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Fig. 2. The variation with equivalence ratio of the H2–air flame-propagation velocity
vl , as obtained from numerical computations with detailed chemistry (solid curve)
and with the 7-step mechanism (dashed curve) for p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K.
The insets compare the H-atom mol-fraction profiles in the flame for the 7-step
computations (solid curves) with those obtained by evaluating Eq. (27) for φ =
(0.28,0.3,0.35) (dashed curves).

other available codes, which in the range of pressures investigated
gives values that differ only by a small amount from those com-
puted with the simpler expression F = (0.5){1+[0.8 log(k0CM/k∞)]2}−1

proposed more recently in [17] for reaction 4f, but not included
in most codes, although new developments are now making this
available in [10]. Although, like direct recombination, this step 4f
might be thought to be in the low-pressure limit under normal
conditions, falloff was found computationally to be not entirely
negligible for it even at p = 1 atm, Tu = 300 K.

Results of flame computations with the 7-step mechanism of
Table 1 are represented by the dashed curve in Fig. 1. As can be
seen, the 7-step mechanism tends to overpredict flame propaga-
tion velocities, with errors that are of the order of 20% for φ = 0.6
and that become even larger for stoichiometric and rich flames.
The performance of the 7-step mechanism in very fuel-lean con-
ditions is tested further in Fig. 2, which shows a blowup of Fig. 1
with comparisons of the detailed and 7-step chemistry computa-
tions, along with H-atom profiles, to be discussed later. Clearly, the
errors in vl are reasonably small, thereby justifying the adoption of
the 7-step short mechanism as the starting point of the reduced-
chemistry analysis.

It should be noted that this simplified chemical-kinetic mecha-
nism leads to a flame velocity that tends to zero as a kinetically
determined lean flammability limit is approached. This flamma-
bility limit is however not observed in computations of planar
adiabatic flames if the H2O2 chemistry is included, when a slow
deflagration, with a propagation velocity on the order of a few
mm/s at atmospheric conditions, is obtained for very lean mix-
tures beyond the kinetically determined lean flammability limit of
the 7-step mechanism. In reality, such slow flames would read-
ily extinguish in the presence of the slightest heat loss, so that
their relevance for practical purposes is very limited, except at suf-
ficiently high pressure, when the associated propagation velocity
becomes significant, as discussed below in Section 6.

To investigate the accuracy with which the 7-step mechanism
describes the radical pool, Figs. 3 and 4 show profiles of radical
mol fractions Xi (i = H, OH, O and HO2) across the flame for φ =
0.3 and φ = 0.5, respectively. The H2 mol fraction is also shown
in the upper plots (it is essentially the same in the lower plots)
Fig. 3. Profiles of the radical mol fractions in the flame as obtained from detailed
kinetics (upper plot) and from the 7-step mechanism (lower plot) for φ = 0.3, p =
1 atm and Tu = 300 K.

to enable comparisons of its magnitude with that of the radicals
to be made. Also, the profile of H2O2 is included in the detailed-
chemistry results to help clarify the following interpretations.

It can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that the resulting H-atom
mol fraction compares reasonably well with that obtained from
detailed-chemistry computations for both initial compositions. The
comparison is more favorable for φ = 0.3, whereas for φ = 0.5 the
7-step description tends to overpredict XH, mainly because of the
neglect of the recombination reaction H + OH + M → H2O + M
and, to a lesser extent, H + H + M → H2 + M.

On the other hand, the HO2 mol fraction is noticeably differ-
ent for the 7-step mechanism at the lowest equivalence ratio. The
HO2 concentration is relatively small for φ = 0.5 but reaches val-
ues comparable to those of the other radicals for φ = 0.3. The peak
value of XHO2 is located approximately at the position where H, O
and OH vanish. The 7-step chemistry tends to overpredict XHO2

both at the peak and also farther upstream. This discrepancy is
explained by the fact that the 7-step description considers only
the HO2 consumption reactions 5f–7f, which involve hydroperoxyl
collisions with either H or OH, but does not include the hydroper-
oxyl recombination reaction HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2. This latter
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Fig. 4. Profiles of the radical mol fractions in the flame as obtained from detailed
kinetics (upper plot) and from the 7-step mechanism (lower plot) for φ = 0.5, p =
1 atm and Tu = 300 K.

reaction becomes the dominant HO2 consumption reaction in the
absence of H and OH, and it is responsible for the appearance of
significant amounts of H2O2, at the expense of a relatively rapid
decay of HO2, upstream from the location of H and OH depletion,
as can be observed in the upper plot of Fig. 3. Consideration of the
hydroperoxyl recombination reaction HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2 is
therefore needed in this upstream region for an accurate descrip-
tion of HO2; the sum of HO2 and H2O2 mole fraction calculated
with the full mechanism approximates the HO2 mole fraction of
the 7-step mechanism fairly closely. Description of H2O2 produc-
tion is, however, unnecessary for the computation of the overall
combustion rate at pressures far enough below the third explosion
limit, as seen below, and it will not be introduced here.

Figs. 3 and 4 also reveal that the 7-step description for XO
and XOH, which is reasonable for φ = 0.5, is much less satisfac-
tory for φ = 0.3, where the 7-step mechanism gives too large a
concentration of O atoms and too small a concentration of OH,
which decays downstream much too fast. This disagreement can
be remedied by including in the chemistry the fourth shuffle re-

action H2O + O
8
� OH + OH. For sufficiently rich conditions (e.g.,

φ � 0.4 for p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K) this reaction maintains
partial equilibrium throughout the controlling reaction zone and
need not be taken into account in the computation; consideration
of the shuffle reactions 1–3 suffices to describe accurately XO and
XOH in the presence of this partial equilibrium. For leaner flames,
however, reaction 8 is no longer in partial equilibrium and needs
to be included in the chemistry description for a correct compu-
tation of the OH and O content of the radical pool, a point that is
investigated further in Appendix A.

In any case, inclusion of the reaction HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 +
O2, necessary for a correct description of the HO2 profile upstream
from the location of H and OH depletion, and of the reaction

H2O+O
8� OH+OH, necessary to describe the profiles of O and OH

for lean flames near the flammability conditions, does not mod-
ify appreciably the resulting H-atom profile, which is described
with sufficient accuracy by the 7-step mechanism for both φ = 0.3
and φ = 0.5. As seen below, it is the concentration of H that de-
termines the burning rate for very lean conditions, and therefore
the following analysis will use the 7-step mechanism as a start-
ing point for the reduced-chemistry development, the objective
being the derivation of a one-step mechanism that correctly pre-
dicts flame propagation velocities. The augmented mechanism that
follows from adding reaction 8, necessary to compute O and OH
concentrations accurately, is analyzed separately in Appendix A.

3. One-step reduced kinetics

Previous investigators of hydrogen–air combustion have sim-
plified the chemistry by assuming that O, OH and HO2 maintain
steady states throughout the flame, so that H remains the only in-
termediate species not following a steady-state approximation [6].
The chemistry description is then simplified to a well-known two-
step reduced mechanism composed of an overall branching reac-
tion 3H2 + O2 � 2H + 2H2O, with a rate given mainly by that

of the elementary reaction H + O2
1 f
� OH + O, and an overall re-

combination reaction 2H → H2, with a rate given mainly by that

of the elementary reaction H + O2 + M
4 f→ HO2 + M. This simple

mechanism, used in analytical developments [7], was found to pro-
vide predictions of flame structure and propagation velocities in
good agreement with those obtained with detailed chemistry [6].
If H is also put into steady state, then this mechanism becomes a
one-step mechanism. Previous efforts to accomplish this have not
produced satisfactory results, primarily because of further approx-
imations that were introduced to make the one-step reaction-rate
description tractable. For example, step 7f was omitted in certain
steady-state formulas in [7]. Such “truncation” approximations are
not made here; the present one-step kinetics can be viewed as
being derivable from the two-step description by introducing the
H-atom steady state while fully retaining all of the elementary
steps of Table 1.

For the conditions of interest here, fuel-lean mixtures not too
far from the flammability limit, the concentrations of all four rad-
icals H, O, OH and HO2 are so small that they can be assumed
to be in steady state, although the accuracy of the approximation
decreases for richer flames. To illustrate this, we have plotted in
Fig. 5 the variation of the rates of chemical production, chemical
consumption and transport of the four radicals as obtained from
the detailed-chemistry computations for φ = 0.3 and φ = 0.5. It
can be seen that for φ = 0.3 the radical concentrations, shown in
Fig. 3, are so small that their resulting transport rates are negli-
gible compared with their chemical rates everywhere across the
reaction zone for all four radicals. For φ = 0.5, the concentrations
of O, OH and H are much larger, as can be seen in Fig. 4, while that
of HO2 remains comparatively small. The corresponding transport
rates of O, OH and HO2 are still negligible, as can be seen in Fig. 5.
Although H appears in concentrations that are comparable to those
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Fig. 5. The rates of production (dashed curves), consumption (dot-dashed curves)
and transport (solid curves) for H, OH, O and HO2 across the flame as obtained
with detailed chemistry for p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K.

of O and OH, its diffusivity is about five times larger, leading to a
transport rate that can be seen in Fig. 5 to be comparable to the
H-atom chemical rates in the upstream part of the reaction zone,
in agreement with previous results [6]. In view of Fig. 5, one can
expect the steady-state approximation for all four intermediates to
provide a very accurate description for φ = 0.3 and less accurate
results for φ = 0.5. This situation is different from that encoun-
tered in autoignition, in which HO2 is not in steady state, OH and
O obey good steady states only under fuel-rich conditions, and the
H steady state is accurate only for φ � 0.05 [18].

To begin to incorporate the steady-state approximations in the
chemistry description, the production rates associated with the 7-
step mechanism are first written in general as

ĊO = ω1 − ω2, (1)

ĊOH = ω1 + ω2 − ω3 + 2ω5 f − ω7 f , (2)

ĊH = −ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − ω4 f − ω5 f − ω6 f , (3)
ĊHO2 = ω4 f − ω5 f − ω6 f − ω7 f , (4)

ĊH2 = −ω2 − ω3 + ω6 f , (5)

ĊO2 = −ω1 − ω4 f + ω6 f + ω7 f , (6)

ĊH2O = ω3 + ω7 f , (7)

where ω j is the rate of reaction j and Ċi is the production rate
of species i (mol per unit time per unit volume), with Ci denoting
below the concentration of species i. Use of linear combinations of
the above expressions leads to

ĊH2 +
{

ĊO + 1

2
ĊOH + 3

2
ĊH − 1

2
ĊHO2

}
= −2ω4 f , (8)

ĊO2 +
{

ĊO + 1

2
ĊOH + 1

2
ĊH + 1

2
ĊHO2

}
= −ω4 f , (9)

ĊH2O − {ĊO + ĊH − ĊHO2 } = 2ω4 f , (10)

as replacements for Eqs. (5)–(7). At steady state, radicals can be
anticipated to achieve concentrations that are much smaller than
those of the reactants and H2O, so that the terms in curly brackets
can be discarded in (8)–(10). The resulting expressions

−1

2
ĊH2 = −ĊO2 = 1

2
ĊH2O = ω4 f = k4 f CMCO2 CH (11)

indicate that, because of the steady-state approximations for the
radicals, the 7-step short mechanism reduces to the global reaction

2H2 + O2 → 2H2O (12)

with a rate equal to that of reaction 4f. In view of the chaperon
efficiencies listed in Table 1, CM = (1 + 15XH2O + 1.5XH2 )p/(R0T ),
where Xi denotes the mole fraction of species i, and R0 is the
universal gas constant.

4. Steady-state expressions for the radical concentrations

To determine the concentrations of the radicals, in particular
that of H atoms, which is needed for the computation of ω4 f , it is
necessary to use the algebraic steady-state equations,

ω1 − ω2 = 0, (13)

ω1 + ω2 − ω3 + 2ω5 f − ω7 f = 0, (14)

−ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − ω4 f − ω5 f − ω6 f = 0, (15)

ω4 f − ω5 f − ω6 f − ω7 f = 0, (16)

obtained from (1)–(4), leading to exact explicit expressions for all
four radicals in terms of the concentrations of O2, H2, H2O and the
temperature. The development starts by employing (13) and (16),
respectively, to write

CO

CH
= k1 f CO2 + k2bCOH

k1bCOH + k2 f CH2

(17)

and

CHO2

CH
= k4 f CMCO2

(k5 f + k6 f )CH + k7 f COH
. (18)

On the other hand, adding (13) and (15) and solving for COH/CH
provides

COH

CH
= Gk4 f CMCO2

k3 f CH2

, (19)

where

G = 1 + γ3b + f {[
1 + 2(3 + γ3b)/ f + (1 + γ3b)

2/ f 2]1/2 − 1
}

(20)

2 2
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is a function of the rescaled fuel concentration

f = k5 f + k6 f

k7 f

k3 f

k4 f CM

CH2

CO2

, (21)

with

γ3b = k3bCH2O

k4 f CMCO2

(22)

representing the ratio of the rates of reactions 3b and 4f. The
function G is of order unity and approaches the limiting values
G = 1 + γ3b for f � 1 and G = 2 + γ3b for f � 1.

Adding now (14), (15) and (16) and using (17), (18) and (19)
yields an equation that can be solved for COH to give

COH = 1

H

k2 f CH2

k1b

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G

α f + G
− 1

)
, (23)

where

H = 1

2
+ 1

2

[
1 + 4γ2b f

f + G

α f + G

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G

α f + G
− 1

)]1/2

(24)

with

γ2b = k7 f

k5 f + k6 f

k2bk2 f

k1bk3 f
(25)

and

α = k6 f

k5 f + k6 f
. (26)

Evaluation of these reaction-rate ratios indicates that γ2b � 1 in
the range of temperatures of interest (e.g., γ2b � 1.5 × 10−3 at T =
1000 K and γ2b � 1.6 × 10−2 at T = 1400 K), while α can be taken
as α � 1/6 with sufficiently good accuracy. Substituting (23) into
(19) gives

CH = 1

G H

k2 f k3 f C2
H2

k1bk4 f CMCO2

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G

α f + G
− 1

)
, (27)

the desired expression for use in Eq. (11), while from (17) with use
of (19) and (27) the O-atom concentration reduces to

CO = α f + G

f + G

k3 f CH2

Gk1b

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G

α f + G
− 1

)
. (28)

It is of interest that, according to (23), (27) and (28), in the
steady-state approximation adopted here the concentrations of OH,
H and O, vanish as the temperature approaches the crossover value
Tc , defined by the condition

k1 f = α f + G

f + G
k4 f CM, (29)

giving a value that depends on the composition through the func-
tions f and G . The concentration of the hydroperoxyl radical, given
from (18), (19) and (21) by

CHO2 = k3 f

( f + G)k7 f
CH2 , (30)

reaches a nonzero value at the crossover temperature and is pos-
itive also for T < Tc . At temperatures below Tc the steady-state
approximation predicts CO = COH = CH = 0, so that the reaction
rate in Eq. (11) is cut off at that temperature.

The explicit rate expression for the global reaction (12) can be
further simplified by noting that, because of the small value of γ2b
at temperatures of practical interest, the departures of the factor
H from unity in (24) are negligible at the lean equivalence ratios
of interest here, and therefore one can use H = 1 in (27), thereby
yielding for the one-step rate

ω = ω4 f = 1

G

(
k1 f

k C

f + G

α f + G
− 1

)
k2 f k3 f

k
C2

H2
(31)
4 f M 1b
if k1 f > k4 f CM(α f + G)/( f + G) and ω = 0 otherwise, with G and
f evaluated from (20) and (21). In the formal one-step result with-
out this approximation, there is an additional factor of H in the
denominator of (31). Implications of (31) both with and without
this additional factor will be explored.

5. The lean flammability limit

In lean premixed flames, the chemical reaction takes place near
the hot boundary in a thin layer where the temperature is above
its crossover value defined by (29). Since use of this formula in-
volves evaluating f , it is evident from (21) that the H2 concen-
tration in the reaction zone plays a role. Because of the presence
of the upstream convective–diffusive zone, in this layer the fuel
concentration is small compared with its initial value and in the
planar reaction zone takes on values of the order

CH2c ∼ T∞ − Tc

T∞ − Tu
LH2 CH2u , (32)

where T∞ represents the burnt temperature (the adiabatic flame
temperature), and the subscript u denotes conditions in the un-
burnt mixture. The hydrogen Lewis number LH2 appears in the
above expression due to differential diffusion effects in the pre-
heat region [19].

According to the steady-state description (27), H atoms can ex-
ist only within this thin layer where Tc < T < T∞ , with a small
concentration that determines the rate of the overall H2-oxidation
reaction (12). Clearly, the flame can no longer exist if the tempera-
ture remains below crossover throughout, so that the flammability
limit corresponds to conditions such that T∞ = Tc , an equation
that can be used in calculating the critical value of the equiva-
lence ratio at the lean flammability limit, φl , of the planar flame.
To determine the value of Tc at the flammability limit, (Tc)l , it is
necessary to observe from (32) that CH2c vanishes at T∞ = Tc , so
that the factor (α f + G)/( f + G) in (29) must be taken as unity
according to (20) and (21), that is, f = 0 and G = 1 + γ3b . Equa-
tion (29) thus provides the simple expression k1 f = k4 f CM at the
lean flammability limit.

To use this result for finding φl and (Tc)l , it may be observed
that the third-body efficiency factor, appearing in the equation
for CM given below (12), reduces to (15XH2O + 1) with XH2O =
2φ/(4.76 + φ), the burnt gas value, giving a value of Tc that de-
pends on the equivalence ratio. Representative results are shown
in Fig. 6 for p = 1 atm and p = 10 atm. The figure also exhibits
the adiabatic flame temperature T∞ obtained from chemical equi-
librium for the same values of the pressure. For p = 1 atm, the
initial temperature in this figure is taken to be Tu = 300 K; for
p = 10 atm the value Tu = 580 K is selected here because this
value corresponds to a gas mixture preheated from atmospheric
conditions through an isentropic compression, of interest in en-
gine applications. The figure illustrates the slight increase of (Tc)l
with φ, associated with the increase of XH2O, and the well-known
stronger increase of T∞ with φ. For a given pressure, the crossing
point between the two curves in Fig. 6 determines the critical val-
ues of the equivalence ratio and crossover temperature at the lean
flammability limit of the steady planar flame, yielding φl = 0.251
and (Tc)l = 1080 K for Tu = 300 K and p = 1 atm and φl = 0.279
and (Tc)l = 1380 K for Tu = 580 K and p = 10 atm.

From the crossing points in Fig. 6, flammability limits were
calculated as functions of pressure for four different initial tem-
peratures. The results are shown by the solid curves in Fig. 7. Also
shown (by dashed curves) in the figure are the calculated flame
temperatures at the limit for the two extreme cases. The results
illustrate the increase of φl and (Tc)l with p, arising from the as-
sociated increase in CM, the three-body recombination becoming
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Fig. 6. The variation with equivalence ratio of the H2–air adiabatic flame tempera-
ture T∞ , as obtained from chemical equilibrium, and of the crossover temperature
at the lean flammability limit (Tc)l , as obtained for atmospheric pressure from
k1 f = k4 f CM, for p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K (solid line) and for p = 10 atm and
Tu = 580 K (dashed line).

Fig. 7. The calculated variation of the equivalence ratio φl (solid curves) and flame
temperature (Tc)l (dashed curves) with pressure at the lean flammability limit for
four different values of the initial temperature Tu .

relatively faster than the two-body branching with increasing pres-
sure; the strength of this dependence is seen to increase with p.
In these calculations, falloff was included for k4 f as described pre-
viously, and T∞ was obtained from a chemical-equilibrium rou-
tine [20]. The temperatures obtained are within a few degrees of
those found in the final downstream conditions predicted by COSI-
LAB [10] with detailed chemistry and within 10 K to 20 K of those
calculated for complete combustion to H2O at these relatively low-
temperature, near-limit conditions, the largest differences occur-
ring at the largest values of φ in the figure. The results shown in
Fig. 7 thus are accurate within a few percent, comparable to the
accuracy of the plotting. They do, however, ignore influences of
heat losses on flammability limits, which would tend to increase
φl , and they exclude reactions that may occur below crossover (in-
creasingly important with increasing pressure) and effects of non-
planar differential diffusion, both of which tend to decrease φl , the
latter significantly.
Fig. 8. The variation with equivalence ratio of the propagation velocity of a pre-
mixed hydrogen–air flame for p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K (upper plot) and for
p = 10 atm Tu = 580 K (lower plot) as obtained from numerical integrations with
detailed chemistry (solid curve), with the 7-step mechanism of Table 1 (dashed
curve), with the one-step reduced mechanism for H = 1 (thin dot-dashed curve),
and with the one-step reduced mechanism for variable H (thick dot-dashed curve).

6. The flame propagation velocity

The one-step kinetics in (31) was employed in computations of
adiabatic flame propagation velocities for the conditions of pres-
sure and initial temperature of Fig. 6, giving results that are com-
pared in Fig. 8 with results of computations for detailed and 7-step
chemistry. The computations are based on the conservation equa-
tions for fuel and energy which, in the thin reactive–diffusive layer,
reduce to

ρ
DT

LH2

d2YH2

dn2
= 2WH2ω (33)

and

ρcp DT
d2T

dn2
= −2WH2 qω (34)

if n is defined as the coordinate normal to the reaction layer, with
n = 0 at crossover, and YH2 and WH2 are the mass fraction and
molecular weight of H2; here q = −h0

H O/WH2 is the amount of

2
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heat release per unit mass of fuel consumed, with h0
H2O represent-

ing the enthalpy of formation per mol of water vapor. Since the
reaction layer is relatively thin, the density, ρ , thermal diffusiv-
ity, DT , and specific heat at constant pressure, cp , can be taken
as constants evaluated at the burnt temperature T∞ and with the
equilibrium composition given below in (38). The approximate ex-
pression ρDT = 2.58 × 10−5(T /298)0.7 kg/(m s) [21] is used in
evaluating the thermal diffusivity; although this approximation ap-
plies to methane–air flames, since the thermal conductivity and
heat capacity of lean hydrogen flames are dominated by the val-
ues for nitrogen and oxygen, the result also is sufficiently accurate
here, as tests using more complex NASA polynomials verified. For
hydrogen, LH2 = 0.3.

Integrating twice a linear combination of the above two equa-
tions with boundary conditions YH2 = T − T∞ = 0 as n → ∞ yields

YH2 = LH2

T∞ − T

q/cp
, (35)

which can be evaluated at n = 0 to determine the value of fuel
mass fraction at the crossover temperature T = Tc , namely

YH2c = LH2

T∞ − Tc

q/cp
. (36)

Integrating (33) once after multiplication by dYH2/dn yields

vl = −
(

ρDT

ρu YH2u LH2

dYH2

dn

)
c

= 2

ρu YH2u

(
ρ

DT

LH2

WH2

YH2c∫
0

ω dYH2

)1/2

, (37)

for the burning velocity after application of the matching condition
obtained from the solution for YH2 in the preheat zone [19].

In evaluating the integral of ω in (37) it is necessary to account
for changes in the fuel concentration, which appears as a quadratic
factor in (31), and it is also necessary to take into account the
variation of the associated temperature decrement T∞ − T , to be
determined from (35), which is important because of the tempera-
ture sensitivity of the reaction-rate constants, especially that of 1f.
The result depends also on the oxygen and water-vapor mol frac-
tions because they appear in (21) and (22); they can be evaluated
from their equilibrium values

XH2O/(2φ) = XO2/(1 − φ) = 1/(4.76 + φ), (38)

which remain constant in the reaction zone at leading order. Be-
cause of the complexity of the expression for ω, the integral in
(37) is evaluated numerically, but computationally in principle this
is relatively simple compared to numerical integrations of the dif-
ferential equations, which were performed with COSILAB [10] for
generating the results for the 7-step and detailed chemistry.

For atmospheric pressure, the agreement between the detailed
and short mechanisms seen in Fig. 8 is excellent, with values of
vl that differ by less than 20% for φl < φ < 0.6. The steady-state
description predicts accurately the lean flammability limit (vl = 0
according to the approximations that lead to the one-step descrip-
tion), which also agrees well with the detailed-chemistry predic-
tion. The burning velocity obtained from the steady-state approxi-
mations also agrees well with the detailed-chemistry results, until
about φ = 0.4, at which point whether the factor H is included in
(31) begins to make a great difference, the prediction of the strictly
correct imposition of steady states yielding burning velocities that
are much too low at higher φ, while the simpler formula with the
near-limit value H = 1 produces burning velocities in rather good
agreement with detailed-chemistry predictions. Since the plots in
Fig. 5 indicate that the steady-state approximation becomes poor
at φ = 0.5, the disagreement is understandable, the true H-atom
concentration significantly exceeding its steady-state value at the
higher equivalence ratios. The one-step result for H = 1 is seen in
the top plot of Fig. 8 fortuitously to agree even better than the 7-
step results with the predictions of the detailed chemistry, except
very near the flammability limit. For p = 1 atm, the departures
in vl of the one-step description with H = 1 from the detailed-
chemistry results remain below 15% for φl < φ < 0.6.

From the bottom plot in Fig. 8 it is seen that at 10 atm the de-
partures of the predictions of the one-step mechanism from those
of the 7-step mechanism on which it is based are greater than
at 1 atm. In general, decreasing pressure improves the burning-
velocity agreement of the one-step and 7-step mechanisms (and
also improves the agreement of the 7-step mechanism with de-
tailed chemistry), and at subatmospheric pressures the one-step
mechanism is quite good for lean flames. The differences between
the one-step and 7-step mechanisms is greater at 10 atm because
the approximation employed for the diffusivity in the one-step cal-
culations is in poorer agreement with the COSILAB transport data
at this higher pressure and temperature; the steady-state approxi-
mations for the intermediates are as good or better at the higher
pressure, so that the one-step reaction-rate expression is justified
just as well. It is seen that this difference for 10 atm is now so
great that the burning velocity predicted by the one-step mech-
anism lies below that of the detailed mechanism over the entire
range of lean equivalence ratios, irrespective of whether the further
approximation H = 1 is introduced. This approximation, however,
continues to describe the overall reaction rate better than full,
correct imposition, of all steady states. The predictions of the one-
step and 7-step mechanisms are very close near the flammability
limit of the one-step mechanism, but in this range at 10 atm they
both significantly underpredict the burning velocity of the detailed
mechanism.

This last difference is due to the approach to the third explo-
sion limit with detailed chemistry; the formation of H2O2 from
HO2 and its regeneration of active radicals is not entirely negligible
at 10 atm. This is seen in the lower plot of Fig. 8 to have a poten-
tially large effect on the lean flammability limit, if it is defined by
vl ≈ 0. To that extent, the flammability limits predicted in the pre-
ceding section are inaccurate at high pressure. Since heat losses,
however, typically extinguish flames readily if their burning veloc-
ities are below about 5 cm/s, the limits predicted in the preceding
section may remain reasonable for planar flames up to 10 atm. In
general, the detailed mechanism predicts positive burning veloci-
ties for all equivalence ratios, but at very low equivalence ratios
these velocities are extremely small, although they increase signif-
icantly with increasing p at any given Tu . The 7-step mechanism is
seen to provide good burning-velocity agreement with the detailed
mechanism at 10 atm with Tu = 580 K for 0.33 < φ < 0.43.

With these comparisons in mind, it is of interest to exhibit
the burning-velocity predictions of the one-step mechanism with
H = 1 for various pressures and initial temperatures, for 0.1 < φ <

0.6. Fig. 9 shows such predictions, demonstrating how vl increases
with Tu and varies much less strongly with p. The results in Fig. 9
are best at low pressure, the accuracy being degraded at elevated
pressure, as explained above.

7. Arrhenius approximation

It is of interest to test how well the present results can be
matched by one-step Arrhenius reaction-rate approximations. Such
approximations have been investigated previously on the basis of
experimental [22] and numerical [5] results. Although the burning
velocities of Fig. 9 could be used for these tests, it is in a sense
more fundamental to work with the rate expression of Eq. (31),
employing the flame-structure solutions to construct an Arrhe-
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Fig. 9. The variation with equivalence ratio of the propagation velocity of planar
premixed hydrogen–air flames predicted by the one-step mechanism with H = 1
for p = 0.1 atm (dashed curves), p = 1 atm (solid curves) and p = 10 atm (dot-
dashed curves) for three different initial temperatures.

Fig. 10. The variation with temperature of the factor k = (k2 f k3 f )/(Gk1b){k1 f ( f +
G)/[k4 f CM(α f + G)] − 1} for four different equivalence ratios at p = 1 atm and
Tu = 300 K.

nius plot of the quantity multiplying C2
H2

in order to obtain a

second-order rate expression of the form ω = B exp(−Ta/T )C2
H2

.
Fig. 10 shows such plots for four different equivalent ratios at
p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K, with k denoting in the figure the
quantity multiplying C2

H2
on the right-hand side of (31). It is

seen from this figure that, although such an approximation can
be fit to the numerical results without excessive inaccuracy in
an intermediate temperature range, the resulting activation tem-
peratures vary appreciably, especially as crossover is approached.
Away from crossover, the resulting values of the overall activa-
tion temperatures are of the order of Ta � 20000 K, somewhat
larger than the values reported earlier [5,22], which correspond
however to different conditions. In view of the plot, it is clear
that a simple Arrhenius expression does not suffice to reproduce
correctly the profile of the overall reaction rate near the lean
flammability limit and that future efforts to derive a simplified
reaction rate must account for the effect of the crossover temper-
ature.

8. Limitations of the one-step chemistry

Further study of the limitations of the one-step chemistry is de-
sirable. The explicit steady-state expression (27) is tested in Fig. 2,
which includes comparisons of the H-atom profiles determined
numerically on the basis of the 7-step mechanism with those de-
termined from evaluating (27). In the evaluations, use has been
made of the profiles of reactant and water-vapor mol fractions and
of temperature obtained numerically with the 7-step mechanism.
It can be seen that the accuracy of the steady-state expression is
best at very lean conditions, but it worsens as the mixture be-
comes richer, in agreement with the observations of Fig. 5. For the
three conditions plotted in Fig. 2, it is evident that the steady-
state assumption clearly fails at crossover, where the steady state
predicts H atoms to disappear abruptly, thereby giving a profile
with a discontinuous slope. Diffusive transport enters to remove
this discontinuity, so that a smooth corner-layer profile replaces
the abrupt change of the steady-state predictions when the 7-step
mechanism is employed in the computations. In addition, it is seen
in Fig. 2 that for all three conditions shown the steady-state ap-
proximation tends to overpredict the radical peak, giving values
that exceed those obtained with detailed kinetics by roughly 50%
for φ = 0.35. Analysis of the corner layer, in which the steady-state
approximations fail, will provide corrections to burning velocities
(37) predicted by the one-step mechanism.

Besides this inaccuracy at small φ, the one-step chemistry fails
if φ − φl becomes too large. In deriving the first equality in (11)
from (8) we have assumed that in the reaction layer radicals ex-
hibit concentrations that are much smaller than H2 concentrations,
a condition that can be seen to be clearly satisfied by the radicals
plotted for φ = 0.3 in Fig. 3 but not so clearly by those correspond-
ing to φ = 0.5 shown in Fig. 4. Radical concentrations, which are
very small for flames near the flammability limit, become increas-
ingly larger for increasing values of the equivalence ratio, causing
the one-step description to break down. If H is considered to be
the dominant radical in the radical pool, which can be seen to ap-
ply increasingly as the mixture becomes richer, the validity of the
reduced kinetics is associated with the condition that CH � CH2

in the reaction layer. To determine the characteristic value of CH
in the reaction zone, use may be made of (27), taking H = 1 for
simplicity, with(

k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G

α f + G
− 1

)
∼ Ta1 f

Tc

T∞ − Tc

Tc
, (39)

implied by an expansion for T∞ near Tc . The result is

CHc = 1

G

k2 f k3 f C2
H2

k1bk4 f CMCO2

Ta1 f

Tc

T∞ − Tc

Tc
. (40)

Furthermore, in the first approximation one may employ (32) to
estimate the amount of H2 in the reaction layer and take CO2 ∼
CO2u (1 − φ). With these simplifications, the condition that CH �
CH2 in the reaction layer reduces to(

2φβLH2k2 f k3 f

(1 − φ)Gk1bk4 f CM

)(
T∞ − Tc

T∞ − Tu

)2

� 1, (41)

where β = Ta1 f (T∞ − Tu)/T 2
c is the relevant Zeldovich number.

The restriction given by (41) can be used to estimate the valid-
ity of the proposed one-step reduced kinetics for given conditions
of pressure, composition and initial temperature. In the computa-
tion, the plots of Fig. 6 may be used to obtain T∞ and Tc = (Tc)l ,
and G may be taken equal to unity. Evaluating the left-hand side
of (41) with the equilibrium mol fractions given in (38) to compute
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the third-body efficiency of reaction 4f and with the reaction-rate
constants evaluated at Tc yields values of the left-hand side of
(41) of 1.8 × 10−2 and 0.61 for φ = 0.3 and φ = 0.5, respectively.
The approximate criterion (41) for the validity of the steady-state
assumption thus clearly holds for φ = 0.3 but is not so clearly sat-
isfied for φ = 0.5, a result that might be anticipated from Fig. 5
and that is reflected in Fig. 8. For lean flames with φ � 0.5, a two-
step description is needed [7].

9. Conclusions

This research has derived systematically an explicit one-step
reaction-rate expression for the H2 oxidation reaction (12) that
provides reasonable accuracy for calculating the lean flammabil-
ity limit and laminar burning velocities of hydrogen–air systems
from the lean limit to equivalence ratios that depend on the pres-
sure and on the initial temperature, but that always are fuel-lean.
The explicit reaction-rate formula does not conform to CHEMKIN
or COSILAB formulas, for example, and so would require additional
programming to be used with those codes, but it is especially well
suited for use in future time-dependent, multidimensional codes
for addressing hydrogen–air laminar or turbulent (DNS) flame
propagation in complex geometries, where descriptions employing
detailed chemistry would be too large to be handled by existing
or near-future computers. In the process of deriving the one-step
formula, short-chemistry descriptions of nine, eight and seven el-
ementary steps (with rate expressions in formats that do conform
to existing codes) were identified and demonstrated to succeed in
achieving additional objectives, such as improving predictions of
concentration profiles of radicals other than the H atom (which
is predicted well by the one-step mechanism) or extending accu-
rate burning-velocity predictions through stoichiometry to include
all fuel-rich systems as well. These short mechanisms could facili-
tate computations having broader objectives and abilities to handle
mechanisms larger than just a few steps.

The one-step mechanism is based on the demonstrated appli-
cability of chemical-kinetic steady-state approximations for all re-
action intermediaries, including the H atom, which is not in steady
state in previously derived reduced-chemistry descriptions such as
the two-step mechanism that earlier investigations have found to
be useful for many purposes. The one-step mechanism applies for
final flame temperatures between the crossover temperature (at
which the rate of the H + O2 → OH + O branching step equals the
rate of the H + O2 + M → HO2 + M three-body step that leads
to recombination) and a higher temperature at which the radical
concentrations are too large for an H-atom steady state to be suffi-
ciently accurate. This range of applicability decreases with increas-
ing pressure and vanishes at sufficiently high pressures, approach-
ing the third explosion limit at which H2O2 becomes an important
intermediate radical generator, above about 10 atm for represen-
tative normal initial environmental temperatures. At 1 atm and an
initial temperature of 300 K, for example, the one-step mechanism
yields the burning velocity with an error less than 15% all the way
from the lean limit of the planar flame, at an equivalence ratio
of about 0.25, to an equivalence ratio above 0.60 if an approxi-
mation (H = 1) of a small relative rate of the backward step 2,
H + OH → H2 + O, that is, in (24) and (25), γ2b → 0, is imposed.
This accuracy at equivalence ratios above 0.4, however, is fortuitous
since the H-atom steady-state approximation begins to fail badly
there. The one-step mechanism can also be applied for instance
for the description of cryogenic H2–O2 deflagrations near the lean
flammability limit, of interest in cryogenic rocket engines [5].

Besides being useful in computational studies, the one-step
mechanism can facilitate future analytical work. Investigations of
the stability of planar flames and of the structure of nonplanar
flames near the lean limit can make good use of the one-step re-
sults. Lean hydrogen–air deflagrations are known to have diffusive-
thermal instabilities that lead to cellular flames, and the one-step
chemistry derived here can greatly facilitate analyses of cellular
structures. Such analyses in the past have generally been based
on one-step activation-energy asymptotics, an approach that is
merely phenomenological and is not based directly on the under-
lying chemistry that actually is occurring. The present results now
enable these analyses to be revised and tied to the real chemistry.
Lean-hydrogen cellular-flame computational works also can make
use of the present results numerically.

Further improvement of the chemical-kinetic descriptions de-
veloped here would be worthwhile. For example, at the cold end
of the reaction layer, very near crossover, a corner layer has been
identified here, in which the steady-state approximations that un-
derlie the one-step description fail. Analysis of this very thin cor-
ner layer is justified, for example, for generating corrections to
the burning velocities predicted from the one-step approxima-
tion, leading to improved accuracy. The manner in which steady-
state accuracy is lost at higher equivalence ratios also merits fur-
ther investigations. Preliminary study indicates that the transition
from the present one-step regime to previously analyzed two-step
regimes is not simple, and the associated chemical-kinetic com-
plexities need further study, not only for improving understand-
ing but also for deriving more accurate burning-rate and species-
profile results, as well as chemical-kinetic descriptions, that can
be used in future investigations of hydrogen–air deflagration struc-
ture, propagation and dynamics.
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Appendix A. The steady-state expressions for the 8-step
mechanism

As indicated in the main text, the description of the radicals O
and OH given by the 7-step mechanism loses accuracy in flames
close to the lean flammability limit. To correct this deficiency, it is
necessary to include the shuffle reaction

H2O + O
8� OH + OH (A.1)

in the short mechanism. When this is done, the resulting pro-
files of O and OH agree well with those calculated on the basis
of the detailed chemistry, as can be seen in Fig. A.1. In particular,
the agreement of the O and OH profiles is much better than that
seen in Fig. 3 for the 7-step mechanism; the agreement of the H
profile is so good that the solid and dashed curves cannot be dis-
tinguished. As mentioned before, the addition of reaction 8 does
not affect significantly the H-atom profile, which remains practi-
cally unperturbed from that obtained with the 7-step mechanism,
so that reaction 8 can be discarded for simplicity in computing the
global rate of the one-step reduced kinetics, as is done in the main
text. If, however, there is interest in the O and OH profiles under
these conditions, then the further considerations given in this ap-
pendix become useful.

Inclusion of (A.1) in the mechanism modifies the steady-state
expressions for the radicals. The starting equations take the form

0 = ω1 − ω2 − ω8, (A.2)

0 = ω1 + ω2 − ω3 + 2ω5 f − ω7 f + 2ω8, (A.3)
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Fig. A.1. Profiles of radical mole fractions in the flame, as obtained from detailed ki-
netics (solid curves) and from the 8-step mechanism (dashed curves) for φ = 0.3,
p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K; the sum of the HO2 and H2O2 mole fractions is shown
for the detailed chemistry because H2O2 formation is absent in the short mecha-
nism.

Fig. A.2. Profiles of radical mole fractions in the flame as obtained with the 8-
step mechanism (the 7-step mechanism augmented with the shuffle reaction 8)
(solid curves), from numerical evaluations of the steady-state expressions (A.6)–
(A.9) (dashed curves) and from use of the formulas (A.15) and (A.16) (dot-dashed
curves), for φ = 0.3, p = 1 atm and Tu = 300 K.

0 = −ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − ω4 f − ω5 f − ω6 f , (A.4)

and

0 = ω4 f − ω5 f − ω6 f − ω7 f . (A.5)

Appropriate manipulation then leads to the exact expressions

CO = α f + G̃

f + G̃

k3 f CH2

G̃k1b

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G̃

α f + G̃
− 1

)
, (A.6)

COH = 1
˜

(k2 f CH2 + k8 f CH2O)

k

(
k1 f

k C

f + G̃
˜ − 1

)
, (A.7)
H 1b 4 f M α f + G
CH = 1

G̃ H̃

(k2 f CH2 + k8 f CH2O)k3 f CH2

k1bk4 f CMCO2

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G̃

α f + G̃
− 1

)
, (A.8)

CHO2 = k3 f

( f + G̃)k7 f
CH2 , (A.9)

where the functions G̃ and H̃ are determined from the solution of
the coupled equations

H̃ = 1

2
+ 1

2

[
1 + 4

(
γ2b f

1 − γ8 f
+ γ8bG̃

f

)
f + G̃

α f + G̃

×
(

k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G̃

α f + G̃
− 1

)]1/2

(A.10)

and

G̃ − γ3b − α f + G̃

f + G̃
γ8 f H̃ + γ8bG̃

f H̃

(
k1 f

k4 f CM

f + G̃

α f + G̃
− 1

)

− 2 f + G̃

f + G̃
= 0, (A.11)

with

γ8 f = k8 f CH2O

k8 f CH2O + k2 f CH2

(A.12)

and

γ8b = k5 f + k6 f

k7 f

k8b(k8 f CH2O + k2 f CH2 )

k1bk4 f CMCO2

. (A.13)

It is easy to see that when k8 f = k8b = 0 the solution reduces to
H̃ = H and G̃ = G , and the steady-state expressions of the 7-step
mechanism given in (23), (27), (28) and (30) are recovered. By
comparing the solid and dashed curves in Fig. A.2, where the tem-
perature and concentrations of the main species are obtained from
the 8-step mechanism, it is seen that the steady-state approxima-
tion is reasonably good for all four radicals under these conditions.
Note that the O, OH and H concentrations given by (A.6)–(A.8) van-
ish at a crossover temperature defined by the equation

k1 f = α f + G̃

f + G̃
k4 f CM, (A.14)

which differs from the expression (29) of the 7-step approxima-
tion, although their limiting forms at very lean conditions k1 f =
k4 f CM are identical, indicating that inclusion of reaction 8 does
not modify the lean flammability results given in Fig. 7.

A disadvantage of Eqs. (A.6)–(A.9) is the necessity of solving
complex algebraic equations numerically. Explicit expressions can
be derived in the limit CH2 � 1 of small hydrogen concentrations,
when the radicals concentrations achieve small values CO ∝ CH2 ,

COH ∝ C1/2
H2

, CH ∝ C3/2
H2

, and CHO2 ∝ CH2 . Under those conditions,
reaction 8 becomes faster than the others, and can be assumed to
be in partial equilibrium, while reactions 2, 5f and 6f become neg-
ligibly slow, and can be correspondingly discarded in the steady-
state equations (A.2)–(A.5). The problem reduces to that of solving
the partial-equilibrium equation ω8 = 0, together with the ω8-free
linear combination of (A.2) and (A.3), 3ω1 −ω3 −ω7 f = 0, and with
the simplified forms, −ω1 + ω3 − ω4 f = 0 and ω4 f − ω7 f = 0, of
(A.4) and (A.5). The solution provides

CO = k3 f CH2

(2 + γ3b)k1b

(
k1 f

k4 f CM
− 1

)
, (A.15)

COH =
[

k3 f k8 f

k1bk8b(2 + γ3b)

(
k1 f

k4 f CM
− 1

)]1/2

C1/2
H2OC1/2

H2
, (A.16)

CH =
[ k3

3 f k8 f

k k (2 + γ )3

(
k1 f

k C
− 1

)]1/2 C1/2
H2OC3/2

H2

k C C
, (A.17)
1b 8b 3b 4 f M 4 f M O2
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and

CHO2 = k3 f CH2

k7 f (2 + γ3b)
. (A.18)

These simplified expressions become accurate for very small values
of CH2 , as occurs for instance downstream from the reaction zone,
where (A.15) and (A.16) are seen to describe accurately the slow
decay of the O and OH radicals, as shown by the dot-dashed curves
in Fig. A.2.

Clearly, the above equations can be also obtained as the lim-
iting forms of (A.6)–(A.9) for CH2 � 1, when γ8 f − 1 � 1, f �
1, and, according to (A.10) and (A.11), G̃ = 2 + γ3b and H̃ =
{γ8b[k1 f /(k4 f CM) − 1]G̃/ f }1/2. The need for the 8-step descrip-
tion of OH is apparent from Eq. (A.16), which becomes singular
if reaction 8 is deleted from the mechanism. The intricacy of the
algebra is illustrated by the observations that (A.15), which differs
from (28), does not involve any rate parameters of reaction 8, even
though that reaction and its rate parameters had to be included in
its derivation, and that in all four denominators, the factor 2 + γ3b
differs from 1 + γ3b , the corresponding small- f limit of G in the
7-step mechanism.

Burning-velocity results can be derived from the 8-step mech-
anism that are quite similar to those obtained from the 7-step
mechanism. In particular, agreements much like those seen in
Fig. 8 are obtained. The analog of the approximation H = 1 for
the 7-step mechanism is the formula for H̃ given in the preceding
paragraph for the 8-step mechanism, and it leads to roughly com-
parable agreements. Since the one-step approximation with H = 1
derived from the 7-step mechanism yields good results that are
simpler than those of the 8-step mechanism, it qualifies as a bet-
ter theory for the overall reaction rate.
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